The canonical solution operator to r estricted to spaces of entire functions (*) [9] , [14] and [16] for details.
For the unit disk D in C the canonical solution operator restricted to A2(D) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, whereas for the unit ball B in Cn, n ~ 2 the canonical solution operator fails to be Hilbert-Schmidt (see [7] ).
In many cases non-compactness of the canonical solution operator already happens when the solution operator is restricted to the corresponding subspace of holomorphic functions (or (0, I)-forms with holomorphic coefficients, in the case of several variables.) (see [4] , [13] , [11] ). In this paper we will show that this phenomenon also occurs in the Fock space in one variable.
It is pointed out in [4] A similar situation appears in [13] where the Toeplitz C* -algebra is considered and the relation between the structure of and the 8-Neumann problem is discussed (see [13] , Corollary 4.6). [7] in this case the main difficulty is it that there are functions g E A2(C, such that zg ~ L2(C, e-|z|m). 
